Simon Says Stamp – Triangle Element
Technique: Die Cutting/Distress Oxides Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: 25 minutes or less

STAMPS:
Hero Arts Smile – Stamp & Cut bundle

INKS:
VersaMark
Peacock Feathers Distress Oxide
Broken China Distress Oxide

ACCESSORIES:
Big Shot
Therm O Web Purple Tape
Simon Says Stamp Triangle Element
Simon Says Stamp Stitched Rectangle Wafer Die
Hero Arts Smile – Stamp & cut Bundle
Heat tool
Ranger Anti-Static pouch
White Embossing Powder
Mini Score Pal
Tonic Craft Pic
Tonic Silver Sequins
Gina K Connect Glue
Lawn Fawn Stamp Shammy cleaner
Tim Holtz Guillotine Paper Cutter
Teflon Bone Folder
EK Success Tweezers
Glass Media Mat
Scor Tape – ¼"

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
Neenah Solar White 110# 4-1/4 x 11, score and fold at 5-1/2 – card base
Neenah Solar White 80# 4 x 5-1/4 – card front
3 x 4 – die cut triangle element (3 pieces)
1-1/4 x 4 – die cut smile
½ x 3-1/2 – emboss sentiment then trim to fit
Simon Says Black
Tonic Silver Silk
½ x 3-1/2 – slip under sentiment strip
DIRECTIONS:
1. Use the Ranger Mini Blending tools to add Peacock Feathers and Broken China Distress Oxide Inks to the entire surface of the card front.
2. Use the big shot to die cut the stitched rectangle around the edge before attaching it to the card base.
3. Die cut the Triangle Element 3 times, layer it and glue together with the Gina K Connect Glue. Add back in a few of the triangles and then attach it to the bottom section of the card front.
4. Die cut the sentiment and heat emboss the strip sentiment
5. Cut the Silver Silk paper and attach it under the sentiment strip before adding it to the top of the card.
6. Use Gina K connect glue to attach the die cut “smile” just below, overlapping slightly.
7. Add a sprinkling of the silver sequins
8. Clean Stamps with the Lawn Fawn Stamp Shammy

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used in today’s Simon Says Stamp Triangle Element card. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, I truly appreciate it.
Ranger MINI ROUND INK BLENDING TOOLS...

Ranger MINI ROUND FOAM REFILLS IBT40972

Simon Says Stamp STITCHED RECTANGLES...

Sizzix BIG SHOT MACHINE Gray And...

Therm O Web 0.5 INCH PURPLE TAPE Easy...

Neenah Classic Crest 80 LB SMOOTH...

Neenah Classic Crest 110 LB SMOOTH...

Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...

Tsukineko Versamark EMBOSS INK PAD...
Tim Holtz Tonic MAXI GUILLOTINE...

Tim Holtz Tonic GLASS MEDIA MAT 1914e

Tonic SILVER SILK Luxury Embossed A4...

Scor-Tape 1/4 Inch Crafting Tape